
Simple Interactions
Growing Positive Relational 

Practice in Museums









Project background…

• Two-year IMLS project with three informal learning organizations
• Three Simple Interactions series 
• Introduction sessions
• Small Group workshops
• Asynchronous resources
• Celebration of learning



Think of a meaningful interaction you’ve had at 
work (with a visitor, coworker, etc.)

What made this important for you? 

How do you know when you’ve had a meaningful 
interaction?



The power of human relationships 
comes from simple, ordinary moments



The longer I live, the more convinced I 
am that the important moments of life 
rarely happen center stage …

… what truly nourishes our hearts and 
changes our being are most often far 
from the spotlight.

Fred Rogers’ Speech (1997) for the
Association of Oncology Social Work





Simple Interactions as a 
Learning Tool

Help us do intentionally
what we already do 
intuitively.



Simple Interactions as a 
Learning Tool

Help us do more naturally
what we have begun to try 
intentionally.



Simple Interactions as a 
Learning Tool

Help us communicate what 
we would like to do as a 
community.





What do you 
NOTICE

about the tool?



tinyurl.com/SIhandout

https://tinyurl.com/SIhandout


Human
Interactions

Fluidity and 
Flexibility

Reflective
Tool

Shared
Language

“I wonder”
“I notice”



Connection



Connection



Connection



Connection



Reciprocity



Reciprocity



Reciprocity



Reciprocity



What did you 
NOTICE?





Inclusion



Inclusion



Inclusion



Inclusion



Opportunity to Grow



Opportunity to Grow



Opportunity to Grow



Opportunity to Grow



What did you 
NOTICE?





How can we apply these ideas 
to our everyday work?



ASK THE ESSENTIAL QUESTION

How does this ___________________ help to 

Encourage, Enrich, and Empower

human interactions in our community?

(Practice, Program, Policy)



ASK THE ESSENTIAL QUESTION

How does this ___________________ help to 

Encourage, Enrich, and Empower

human interactions in our community?

(Practice, Program, Policy)



What is a try-it-out project?

• A (small) tweak in your practice, program, or policy

• Can build on something you already do or be something new

• Something you try out (like a mini-experiment) to see what works 
– it doesn’t have to be perfect.



Some examples…



Growth area: How can we connect with youth at our library?



Growth area: How do we build relationships across departments?



Growth area: How can we support reciprocity between caregivers and children?



What are opportunities to grow 
interactions in your everyday practice?

What is one small idea you could try out?

What would it look like to put this into action?

Think about…



Thank you!

Debbie Coppula – dcoppula@pittsburghkids.org
Rebecca Grabman – rgrabman@pittsburghkids.org

KT Todd – ktodd@pittsburghkids.org
Annie White – annie.white@stvincent.edu
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